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ABSTRACT
Summarized are the results of an analysis conducted by the General Electric Com-
pany under contract to NASA of various first stage turbine stator vane and rotor blade
cooling designs which would have application to engines of aircraft for high-speed flight
such as a supersonic transport. Also summarized are the influence of various factors
on cooling design and performance of turbine vanes and blades. These included use of
future high-temperature materials, use of higher material thermal conductivity, changes
in design geometry, changes in combustor gas temperature profiles, foreign object
damage, and the effects of steady-state and transient engine and flight conditions.
ANALYSES OF COOLED TURBINE AIRFOIL CONFIGURATIONS
AT CONDITIONS OF SUPERSONIC FLIGHT*
by Francis S. Stepka
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
This report summarizes the results of analyses conducted by the General Electric
Company, under contract to the NASA, of various first-stage turbine vane and blade cool-
ing designs which would have application to engines of aircraft for high-speed flight such
as a supersonic transport aircraft. Summarized are the influence of various factors on
airfoil cooling design, metal temperatures, and required cooling air flows. Cooled
vanes and blades were designed for an assumed requirement of a 1000-hour life at con-
ditions of flight at Mach 3 at 75 000 feet (22. 8 km) with a first-stage turbine rotor blade
inlet average gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K).
The results indicated that various cooling designs utilizing various cooling methods
can be made to meet the desired life. The high temperature of the compressor exit
bleed air (about 1200° F (920 K)) limited the manner in which the air could be ducted
within the blade and limited the benefits provided by changes in blade design or cooling
methods. As a consequence, the required cooling air flows for the various designs did
not differ much. At design flight conditions, cooling air-to-engine air flow ratios for
the first-stage turbine airfoils ranged from 0.027 to 0.033 for six of the vane designs
and 0.025 to 0.02S for five of the blade designs which were essentially able to meet the
metal temperature-life criteria for a material with properties of IN 100.
Transient analysis of metal temperatures indicated that large excursions in metal
temperatures occurred during engine acceleration and deceleration between idle and
take-off conditions. Transient temperature differences between leading or trailing edges
and the airfoil interior were as large as 747 F (415 K). The range of maximum metal
temperature differences experienced by the airfoils during the excursions between engine
accelerations and decelerations was least for a stator vane design which was cooled by
impingement and convection and least for a blade design also had the best predicted low-
cycle fatigue life of three blade designs which were detail stress analyzed.
#Title unclassified.
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: . 'I : -1. -1. H ••: ••' •" '"Advantfetl high performance gas turbine engines will utilize high turbine inlet gas
temperatures that will require cooling of the turbines with air bled from the engine com-
pressor. At conditions of high supersonic cruise, the cooling of these turbines becomes
particularly difficult because of the high temperatures of the compressor exit bleed air
(of the order of 1200° F). Minimizing the amount of bleed air by use of effective cooling
methods is necessary to attain and maintain the high performance gains indicated by the
use of high cycle temperatures. As a result, an analytical investigation was conducted
by the General Electric Company under contract to NASA (refs. 1 to 5) to evolve, eval-
uate, and compare a wide variety of turbine stator vane and rotor blade cooling config-
urations so as to provide some guidance on the cooling methods and/or cooling config-
urations that should be utilized in advanced engines. The purpose of this report is to
provide a reasonably concise summary of the large amount of information presented in
references 1 to 5.
These references examined, respectively, the following:
(1) Various cooling methods applied to the leading and trailing edge regions of cooled
turbine airfoils
(2) Complete convection air cooled vane and blade designs
(3) Complete transpiration and film cooled vane and blade designs
(4) Vane and blade designs with combined methods of cooling
(5) Vane and blade cyclic life
The basic design point for the analyses was flight at Mach 3 at an altitude of 75 000
feet (22. 8 km) with a turbine rotor inlet average gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K).
The cooled vane and blade designs evolved were made to meet a 1000-hour life at these
conditions. The designs were also analyzed to determine the effects on metal tempera-
tures and cooling flow requirements of: using assumed future high temperature mate-
rials, higher metal thermal conductivity, changes in design geometry, changes in com-
bustor temperature profiles, foreign object damage (resulting in dents or holes in the
surface or plugging of internal holes), and other turbine inlet gas temperatures and
flight conditions. Transient metal temperatures resulting from engine light-off, accel-
eration, deceleration, and shutdown were also determined. Using these transient data,
detailed stress analysis was made of selected airfoil cooling configurations and their
cyclic lives were predicted.
CONDITIONS AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The study consisted of (1) designing first-stage vane and blade configurations, which
utilize various methods or combined melnedfe'bf.dooming,, «id ^2) evaluating various
factors affecting their performance. T£>S afiialjrticaf.s.txjig was nfit !Jnjited;te»coHfifeura-
tions that are within the state-of-the-art for manufacturing at the present time*. 'Should
futuristic configurations show enough promise, it was believed manufacturing methods
could be developed. The configurations were designed to meet a 1000-hour steady-state
life at design point conditions of flight at Mach 3 at an altitude of 75 000 feet (22. 8 km)
and at a turbine rotor inlet gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K). The metal tempera-
tures and cooling air flows for the configurations evolved were determined for design
point operation and for other conditions influencing airfoil cooling performance. These
iconditions included: use of future high temperature blade and vane materials, use of
higher material thermal conductivity, changes in design geometries, and foreign object
damage to the airfoils. Other conditions considered were changes in turbine rotor inlet
gas temperatures ranging from 2000° to 2500° F (1367 to 1644 K), changes in flight Mach
number from 1.2 to 3. 5, and transient conditions of light-off, idle, takeoff, and shut-
down.
References 1 to 5 present detailed information on the conditions of the analyses, the
basis for selecting these conditions, and the methods of analysis which include the
various equations, parameters, experimental data, and correlations used. The present
report will only summarize this information.
Turbine External Gas Environment
The environment surrounding the turbine vanes and blades first required defining
the engine cycle data. A summary of these data for selected conditions of flight, and at
idle and takeoff, are shown in table 1. Using these data, turbine interstage conditions
were calculated, airfoil aerodynamic profiles were designed, and the effective gas tem-
perature, gas velocity, and pressure distributions around the airfoils were determined.
Values of local gas-to-blade heat transfer coefficients were then calculated using equa-
tions presented in reference 1. The aerodynamic profiles of these vanes and blades at
three span locations are shown in figure 1.
Because the combustor radial and circumferential gas temperature profiles influence
blade metal temperature and life, the gas temperature profiles used in the analysis are
typical of these expected in engines. Figure 2 shows the assumed design point gas tem-
perature profiles entering the first-stage vane and blade rows. The profile for the
stator vane is representative of that at a circumferential hot spot and was used in the
design of the vane. The design hot spot temperature corresponds to a combustor pattern
factor (ratio of the difference between the hot spot and average burner outlet tempera-
tures to the difference between the average burner outlet and compressor exit tempera-
tures) of 0*20 j "fiUjoVrf la th'e. figure $r% prof flee that were also used in the analysis to
repreSefet departures fsonfihet design point T£r°files and pattern factor.
Coolant Conditions
The cooling air supply conditions to the vanes and blades were obtained by calculat-
ing the pressure changes and temperature rises along the flow path from the compressor
exit to the airfoil bases. The assumptions and equations used to predict the cooling air
pressures and temperatures at the inlet to the airfoils and within the airfoils are pre-
sented in reference 1. The equations used for determining the wall-to-coolant heat
transfer coefficients for airfoils convectively cooled with air or liquid metal and the
equations used for the cooling effectivenesses of film or transpiration cooled airfoils
are presented in references 1 and 3, respectively.
Basis of Configuration Design
The criteria used to provide satisfactory designs of vanes and blades to meet a 1000-
hour steady-state life are described in detail in appendix G of reference 1. The cri-
teria are based on past analytical and experimental experience for typical cooled airfoil
configurations with given mechanical and vibratory stresses, stress concentrations, and
temperature distributions. The criteria for the levels of stress determined for the air-
foils in the engine used in this analysis require that the first-stage vane and blade maxi-
mum metal temperatures and chordwise metal temperature differences not exceed the
values specified in table n. The table shows these temperatures for three materials
(A, B, and C) and for airfoil designs with and without film cooling holes. The reductions
in allowable metal temperatures for designs with film cooling holes are to account for
the influence of stress concentrations associated with the presence of these holes.
IN 100 was designated as material A. Materials which may be developed in the
future and have properties that will permit 100° and 200° F (55 and 111 K) higher allow-
able metal temperatures than IN 100 were designated as materials B and C, respectively.
The selection of allowable maximum temperatures for the porous materials that would
be used for transpiration cooled vanes and blades was based on general considerations
of both the expected strength properties of these materials and on the problem of block-
age of the small openings in the materials caused by oxidation. The allowable maximum
metal temperatures for porous materials such as N-155 was assumed to be 1400° F
(1033 K) based primarily on oxidation and clogging problems. For other materials,
material porosities, weaves, or transpiration cooling concepts, where the oxidation
problems can be reduced, maximum alljw^tjlV metal temper^tnr.ee of 1600? F.{1J44 K)
and 1800° F (1255 K) were assumed to apply*** cmrrfent St^te^-jaf-tliie-^A'anti fututefdevel-
• • • ••• ••
opments, respectively.
Heat Transfer Analysis
The required cooling air flows and local blade and. vane metal temperatures were
determined by computer programs utilizing two- and three-dimensional heat transfer
analyses along with a one-dimensional compressible coolant flow analysis. The details
of the program, which considered both steady-state and transient engine conditions, are
described in reference 1. The nodal breakdown and boundary conditions (such as the
local internal and external heat transfer coefficients, coolant and effective gas tempera-
tures) needed for the analysis of the various cooling methods and airfoil configurations
are presented in references 1 to 4. The heat transfer and flow equations and correla-
tions used in the analysis were considered to be the best currently available. Some of
these correlations and equations, however, are not considered to be completely satis-
factory. The correlations used for film cooling, for example, are limited to application
where the airfoil aerodynamic shape and film-cooling hole array is similar to that used
in arriving at the correlations. Considerable experimental study is required to improve
the correlations and/or provide a greater confidence in the accuracy of the correlations.
This is particularly so for the film, transpiration, and impingement cooling methods.
Transient Conditions
The response of airfoil metal temperatures was determined for conditions of slow
and fast engine acceleration and deceleration transients between idle and sea level take-
off conditions, and for typical combustor lightoff and engine shutdown conditions. The
changes in vane inlet average gas temperature, cooling air supply temperature, cooling
air supply pressure, and combustion gas flow rate for fast and slow engine acceleration
and deceleration transients are shown in figures 3(a) and (b), respectively.
Life Predictions of Selected Airfoil Designs
A detailed analysis of selected airfoil cooling designs was conducted to determine
whether the designs as evolved and based on the approximate criteria described in the
section Basis of Configuration Design could meet the assumed required life of 1000 hours.
The anal^si>s.fiq,tej')ttiiBed.the.stea(Jy-statj^£i*^4p.aad rupture lives of the airfoils at both
cruise an«l seji level take"off»con|ifeqj\& Jhfe effedtihat repetition of these steady-state
conditions would have on life, and the effect that slow engine accelerations and decelera-
tions between idle and takeoff conditions, as shown in figure 3(b), would have on life.
The analysis was applied to four cooled airfoil configurations. These consisted of three
blade designs and one vane design. A general description of the method of analysis is
presented in references 1 and 5.
CONFIGURATIONS ANALYZED
General Physical Descriptions
The initial evaluation of the potentials and limitations of various cooling designs
and the use of various cooling methods was conducted in the analysis of reference 1. The
analysis considered only two-dimensional heat transfer and was primarily concerned with
the critical leading and trailing edge regions. Results of the analysis provided the basis
for the design of complete vanes and blades.
The cooled airfoil designs evolved were obtained from three separate phases of a
design and analysis schedule. The phases were divided according to the method or
methods of cooling which were applied to the airfoils. The cooled configurations designed
in the first phase, and reported in reference 2, were convection, air-cooled. Those in
the second phase, reported in reference 3 were film or transpiration air-cooled. Those
in the last phase, reported in reference 4, utilized combined methods of cooling, such
as film and convection air-cooling or convection liquid metal and convection air-cooling.
A total of eight vanes and seven blades were designed and analyzed. Various fabrication
methods were considered. They included: casting, forging, and forming from sheet
metal.
Vane Detail Descriptions
Cast or forged convection cooled vane, design 1. - This cooling configuration shown
in figure 4(a) utilized radial flow of cooling air through a series of 0.10 and 0.125 inch
(2. 54 and 3.18 mm) diameter holes in the relatively low heat flux region at the midchord
of the airfoil. The air from these holes near the tip enters a central cavity which serves
as a plenum to supply cooling air to the trailing edge. The air exits from the trailing
edge in the direction of the gas flow through a series of 0.04 by 0.16 inch (1.02 to
4.07 mm) slots. The leading edge is cooled by a separate supply of air which enters
one of the ends of an oval shaped tube running the length of the vane. The air from this
tube then exits from 0.055 inch (1.4 mmj»di§.naetar holes ^ paqed at 0.20 inch (5.08 mm)
to impingement cool the leading edge, f hisfair IherC rev&ijses^diBeclJLoli.anjl pjitecsjthe
central cavity of the airfoil after flowing over horizontal fins'that* support the»tul>» *and
augment the cooling in the region around the tube.
Strut insert, convection cooled vane design II. - Most of the cooling air to this con-
figuration, shown in figure 4(b), enters a cavity in the strut insert near the leading edge.
Part of this air exits through 0.053 inch (1. 35 mm) diameter holes spaced at 0.10 inch
(2. 54 mm) to impingement cool the leading edge. This air is then ducted through a series
of staggered slots shown in the expanded views in figure 4(b), to enter a cavity in the
center of the vane which supplies air to the trailing edge. The other part of the air from
the leading edge supply cavity enters a series of horizontal slots along the periphery of
the airfoil. These slots are formed by fins on the strut which are 0.010 inch (0.25 mm)
thick and spaced on 0.030 inch (0. 76 mm) centers. The height of the fins (or slot depth)
is initially 0.050 inch (1.27 mm) but tapers along the chord to 0.040 inch (1.02 mm). At
about three-quarters of the chord, the air from these slots is joined by the air from the
central cavity to cool the trailing edge. The trailing edge exit passages are 0.02 inch
(0. 51 mm) high by 0.045 inch (1.14 mm) wide separated by a 0.1 inch (0. 25 mm) thick
web for about one-fourth of the span near root. For the remainder of the span the pas-
sages have the same height and web thickness but are 0.06 inch (1. 52 mm) wide. The
trailing edge cooling is supplemented by an additional air flow from a 0.18 inch (4. 57 mm)
diameter opening in the base which directly enters the central cavity. The slots around
the periphery of the airfoil were assumed formed by the joining of the shell of the airfoil
to fins cast or forged on the strut insert.
Corrugated sheet metal insert, convection cooled vane design m. - This design
utilized the advantages of large heat transfer surface areas and lightness of construction
offered by sheet metal and the use of corrugations. The cooling flow in the vane, shown
in figure 4(c), follows three separate circuits. The leading edge cooling circuit is fed
from a single tapered radial passage. This passage feeds three radial corrugated seg-
ments. The heated air from each of the segments is collected in a second tapered radial
passage and eventually discharged at the tip of the airfoil. These corrugations are 0.030
inch (0. 76 mm) high with a 0.040 inch (1. 02 mm) pitch. The midchord section is cooled
by radial flow of air through corrugated passages fed from the vane base and discharged
at the tip. The flow to these corrugations, which are 0.040 inch (1.02 mm) high with a
0.060 inch (1. 53 mm) pitch, is separately metered to the suction and pressure surfaces.
The trailing edge cooling is accomplished by supplying air to three radial segments of
corrugations. The air to the segment at the tip and midspan is supplied from cavities
in the center of the vane. The flow to the cavity forward of the midchord which supplies
the tip segment is metered by a 0.165 inch (4.19 mm) diameter orifice at the base. The
flow to the other cavity in the vane center which supplies the segment at the midspan is
metered by a 0.091 iiujlj (2L.31 mm) diajfi^tfeVIorllice at the base. The air to the third
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corrugated^je^meijt Js.Suppliedoire^JlyJfrQoitfie.vane base. The lower end of each of
these segments has a small plenum which distributes the air around the periphery of the
segment. The air then flows radially through each of these segments to a point at which
the corrugations are cut off diagonally. The flow is then ejected into the narrow region
of the trailing edge and finally out through a 0.010 inch (0.254 mm) wide slot. The cor-
rugation height and pitch in this region are the same as for those in the leading edge
region. The trailing edge required additional cooling because of the large rise in cooling
air temperatures in these segments. This cooling was provided by a supplemental flow
of air through openings at the tops of each segment bled from the two cavities in the
center of the vane.
Transpiration cooled vane, design IV. - This design, shown in figure 4(d), consists
of a porous shell bonded to a cast or forged strut insert. A central cavity in the strut
serves as a plenum for distributing the air to 40 individually sized metering holes over
the surface of the strut. The air from these holes enters cavities (forming a waffle
pattern) in the external surface of the strut from which it is distributed to the porous
wall. The fins forming the cavities were 0. 50 inch (1.27 mm) high and thick. The diam-
eter of the holes for the vane designed for an allowable wall temperature of 1600° F
(1145 K) ranged from 0.058 to 0.298 inch (1. 47 to 7. 56 mm). The porous wall was 0.025
inch (0.64 mm) thick and had a permeability of 2.085x10 feet (63. 5 pm, where pm is
pico-meters) at the leading edge region and 0. 33x10 feet (10.1 pm) for the remainder
of the airfoil. Permeability is a measure of the quantity of coolant flow through a porous
wall for given differences of the squares of the pressure on either side of the wall. The
sizes and distributions of the holes for metering air to the porous wall and further de-
tails on the design are provided in reference 3.
Film cooled vane, design V. - This design, shown in figure 4(e), is essentially a
hollow airfoil with a multiplicity of holes over the surface which meter and distribute the
air for film cooling of the metal. There are three supports inside the airfoil intercon-
necting opposite walls. Two of the supports have large holes along the span to provide a
uniform static pressure in the cavities formed by these supports. The support at the
leading edge has 0.055 inch (1. 5 mm) diameter holes spaced at 0.150 inch (3. 8 mm)
along its length to provide impingement cooling of the leading edge. This cooling supple-
ments the combination of convection and film cooling provided by holes in the wall at the
leading edge. The leading edge of the airfoil has five groups of holes consisting of two
rows each. The rows run the length of the span. The holes are normal to the wall sur-
face and are 0.004 inch (0.102 mm) in diameter and are spaced on 0.020 inch (0. 51 mm)
centers in each row with the rows spaced on 0. 008 inch (0. 203 mm) centers. The film
cooling holes in the remainder of the airfoil are at 35° to the wall surface and are
tapered from either 0. 003 to 0.007 inch (0.076 to 0.178 mm) diameter or from 0.004 to
0.008 inch (0.102 to 0.203 mm) diametef r^rqin.inlet to exit. The film-cooling of the
trailing edge is supplemented by convectjpn footing Urovjd,|d"by t!ve aSrj{kNjiq|*f vpm the
aft cavity into and through 0. 025 inch (0. 635 mm) diameter h'oles'ln the trailing aJge.
These holes are center-spaced at 0.055 inch (1.40 mm).
Film-convection cooled vane, design VI. - This design, shown in figure 4(f), is com-
posed of two separate cooling circuits. The coolant to the leading edge flows up a radial
hole, then through a series of slots 0.115 by 0. 275 inch (2. 92 by 7.0 mm) along the span
to impingement cool the leading edge. This air then flows from the cavity at the leading
edge through holes in the wall to film cool the airfoil. There are seven rows of film
cooling holes in this region of the vane; two rows on each side of the suction and pressure
surface aft of the leading edge (designated as "gill holes"), a row at the stagnation point,
and a row on each side of the stagnation point. The three rows of holes at the leading
edge region were inclined upwards 30° to the airfoil surface. These holes were 0.012
inch (0. 305 mm) in diameter and spaced at 0.0363 inch (0.923 mm). The two rows of
gill holes on the pressure surface were 0.04 inch (1.01 mm) in diameter and spaced at
0. 0705 inch (1. 79 mm). The two rows of gill holes on the suction surface were 0. 04 inch
(1. 01 mm) in diameter and spaced at 0.141 inch (3. 58 mm).
The midchord and trailing edge is cooled by air which is fed at the root into radial
passages that direct the flow outward to the tip where the air reverses flow direction.
At the base the flow direction again reverses after which the air exits horizontally
through 0.014 by 0.07 inch (0. 356 by 1. 78 mm) slots in the trailing edge. This flow
convectively cools the midchord and trailing edge region and supplements the film cool-
ing provided by the holes in the leading edge region.
Transpiration and convection cooled vane, design vn. - This design, shown in fig-
ure 4(g), consists of porous walls at the leading and trailing edge regions attached to a
cast or forged shell in the midchord region. A hollow strut insert to which this combina-
tion wall is attached, provides support for the wall and provides a means for metering
and distributing the cooling air around the airfoil. The air enters the central cavity in
the strut and flows to the leading edge porous section without restriction to the stagna-
tion region and by means of metering holes to the suction and pressure sides. The bulk
of the flow from the central cavity flows into and through chordwise passages to cool the
midchord by forced convection. These passages are 0.05 inch (1.27 mm) wide and
0.02 inch (0. 51 mm) high with 0.02 inch (0. 51 mm) between the passages. The flow to
these passages is supplied from the central cavity through spanwise openings at three
positions along the chord. The entire flow from these passages then exits through the
porous trailing edge region. The porous walls are 0.025 inch (0.635 mm) thick and have
a permeability of 3.176x10"10 feet (96. 8 pm) at the leading edge and 3xlO"10 feet
(91.4 pm) at the trailing edge.
Impingement and convection cooled vane, design Vm. - This design, shown in fig-
ure 4(h), consists of a double shell. The inner shell is a 0.008 inch (0.203 mm) thick
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sheet metaMnsgrt thBaugh»whjejj nutnefeus*|rna*;l holes are machined to provide cooling
by thd impingement Jrf. Jets-on thf guter.snel£in»1?he midchord and leading edge regions.
This irf^eff is*not directly connected to the outer shell. The spacing between these two
members is kept by means of formed dimples in the insert. The insert is supported by
attachment at the inner and outer vane bands. The insert has constant diameter holes in
each of the rows running along the span. The spacing of these rows along the periphery
and the sizes of the holes in each row were determined by the local cooling requirements.
It can be seen from figure 4(h) that the largest concentration of the rows and smallest
diameter holes were located on the suction side of the vane to obtain a higher coolant flow
and heat transfer coefficient in this higher heat flux region. The holes in the insert
ranged from 0. 012 to 0.052 inch (0. 305 to 1. 32 mm) diameter. The trailing edge of this
configuration is the most difficult region to cool. To pass the required flow to cool the
pressure side of the trailing edge, 0. 90 by 0.036 inch (22. 9 by 0. 915 mm) slots were re-
quired. Cooling of the suction side of the trailing edge could not be accomplished by
convection cooling alone and required supplemental cooling. The additional cooling was
required because of the low convective coefficients existing in the trailing edge cooling
passages combined with the necessity to use air that was already heated prior to reach-
ing the trailing edge. Cooling of the suction side of the trailing edge was accomplished
by convection cooling with 0.02 inch (0. 51 mm) diameter holes spaced at 0.06 inch
(1. 53 mm) along the span supplemented by film cooling from 0.03 inch (0. 76 mm) diam-
eter holes spaced at 0.177 inch (4. 5 mm) upstream of the previous holes.
Blade Detail Descriptions
Cast or forged convection cooled blade, design I. - This design, shown in figure 5(a),
is essentially a one-piece construction utilizing radial flow of the air to convectively cool
the leading edge and midchord regions. The trailing edge is convectively cooled by
chordwise flow of air through holes in the trailing edge. Although the cooling ability of
this design was not expected to be good, it was selected for analyses because of its known
capability for manufacture and because it could be used as a basis for comparison with
other cooling configurations which, although having better cooling characteristics, in-
volved more complex construction.
The coolant flow is supplied through two openings in the blade base. One supplies
a radial passage at the leading edge from which the air is ducted near the tip to turn in
the chordwise direction. Part of this air exits through a 0. 3 by 0.12 inch (7. 6 by
3.05 mm) opening at the tip of the blade near the trailing edge and the remainder through
a 0. 5 by 0.03 inch (12. 7 by 0. 76 mm) slot in the trailing edge. The other opening in the
blade base supplies air to a radial hole from which the air exits near the tip to enter into
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another radial passage which has openings «n|ar Ufa tjp and.roa*. ^Kromihig oassage the
air supplies a plenum passage which dis^Mbtifcee tbe iit tjfjincf thrpugji Jt'sej-ifs o| tfoles
in the trailing edge. The holes in the outer two-thirds of the span at the trailing *e*dge
are 0.04 inch (1.02 mm) diameter spaced radially at 0.0825 inch (2.1 mm) and the holes
near the root are 0.02 inch (0. 51 mm) diameter spaced at 0.05 inch (1.27 mm).
Strut insert, convection cooled blade, design n. - This design, shown in figure 5(b),
consists of inner and outer shells with chordwise fins separating the two shells. The
fins can be an integral part of one of these shells and are assumed to have a good metal-
lurgical bond to the other. The cooling air from the base enters a central cavity, formed
by the inner shell and exits through a spanwise row of 0.055 inch (1. 4 mm) diameter
holes spaced at 0.125 inch (3.18 mm) to impingement cool the leading edge region. The
flow from this region divides and flows through 0.03 by 0.06 inch (0. 76 by 1. 52 mm) slots
formed by the fins around the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil; these sides had
68 and 45 slots, respectively. Near the trailing edge the flow combines and exits through
0.025 by 0.04 (0. 635 by 1.02 mm) slots in the trailing edge.
Corrugated sheet metal insert, convection cooled blade, design ffl. - This design,
shown in figure 5(c), was chosen because of its mechanical simplicity. The design con-
sists of spanwise corrugated sheet metal spacers separating an inner and outer shell. A
good metallurgical bond between these parts is assumed. The air enters the blade base
and flows radially outward through the space formed by the two shells and corrugation,
then exits through six 0.01 inch (0. 25 mm) wide slots in the trailing edge. In order to
accommodate the flow required to cool the blade, most of the trailing edge exit area had
to be used. The corrugations and the inner shell are therefore cut away toward the trail-
ing edge to allow passage of the flow. The corrugations in the midchord region of the
airfoil have a height of 0.040 inch (1.02 mm) with pitch of 0. 22 inch (5. 6 mm). The cor-
rugation aft of the midchord region and extending toward the trailing edge have a height
of 0.020 inch (0. 51 mm) and a pitch of 0.040 inch (1.02 mm). The leading edge did not
utilize corrugations, since the combination of the high heat flux in this region and the
rapid temperature rise of the cooling air when corrugations were considered, precluded
their use.
Transpiration cooled blade, design IV. - The general construction of this design,
shown in figure 5(d), is similar to that of vane design IV. It consists of a 0.025 inch
(0.635 mm) thick porous shell bonded to a cast or forged strut insert. A central cavity
in the strut serves as a plenum for distributing the air to 40 individually sized metering
holes over the surface of the strut. The air from these holes enters cavities formed by
the external strut surface from which it is distributed to the porous wall. The diameter
of the metering holes for the blade designed for allowable wall temperatures of 1600° F
(1145 K) ranges from 0. 032 inch (0. 64 mm) on the suction side to 0. 28 inch (7.1 mm)
at the leading edge. The permeability of the wall is 0. 716xlO"10 feet (21. 8 pm) at the
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leading.edge and.O.iOfcilp'i. ff*$ (SlOS'^nO'loj-ie remainder of the blade.
gifen ego^ed*01^da^Tdesigq'Y. .;rrhi§ design? shown in figure 5(e), is similar in con-
struction \o'vane design V. The blade is essentially a hollow airfoil with a multiplicity
of holes over the surface which meter and distribute the air for film cooling of the metal.
There are three support members inside the airfoil; two of these have large intercon-
necting holes to provide uniform static pressures in the cavities formed by the supports.
The support at the leading edge has 0.050 inch (1.27 mm) diameter holes spaced at 0.150
inch (3. 81 mm) along the span to provide impingement cooling of the leading edge. This
cooling is supplemented by a combination of convection and film cooling that is provided
by holes in the wall at the leading edge. This region has four rows of 0.004 inch
(0.102 mm) diameter holes normal to the blade wall and radially spaced at 0.012 inch
(0. 305 mm). The film cooling holes in the remainder of the blade are at 35° to the
wall and consist of groups of holes with two spanwise rows in each. One group of holes
is located in each side aft of the leading edge. The holes in this group are 0. 004 inch
(0.102 mm) diameter with a radial spacing of 0.016 inch (0. 406 mm) in each row. The
rows were spaced at 0.008 inch (0.203 mm). The other groups of holes which were dis-
tributed around the periphery have holes which taper from 0.004 to 0.008 inch (0.102 and
0.203 mm) diameter from the inside to the outside wall. These holes are spaced at
0. 024 inch (0. 61 mm) in a row and the rows are spaced at 0. 008 inch (0. 230 mm). The
cooling of the trailing edge is supplemented with convection cooling with air flowing from
the aft internal cavity into and through 0.010 inch (0.25 mm) diameter holes spaced at
0. 020 inch (0. 51 mm) in the trailing edge.
Film and convection cooled blade, design VI. - This design, shown in figure 5(f), is
composed of two separate cooling circuits. The cooling air to the leading edge circuit
starts radially upward at the midchord and takes a triple reversal of flow as it flows
through three radial passages toward the leading edge. From the most forward of these
radial passages, the air flows through a spanwise row of 0. 0271 by 0. 05 inch (0. 69 by
1. 27 mm) slots which were spaced at 0. 06 inch (1. 52 mm). The air from these slots
cools the leading edge. Additional cooling of the extreme leading edge region was ob-
tained by a combination of convection and film cooling provided by two rows of 0. 014 inch
(0. 36 mm) diameter holes radially spaced at 0. 030 inch (0. 762 mm) and inclined upward
30° to the surface of the wall. Some of the air from the leading edge cavity is used to
film cool the region aft of the leading edge by means of two rows of holes on either side
of the blade. The holes on the suction side are 0. 014 inch(0. 36 mm) diameter and are
spaced radially at 0.035 inch (0. 89 mm). The holes on the pressure side are 0.015 inch
(0. 38 mm) diameter and spaced radially at 0.062 inch (1. 57 mm). Convection cooling of
part of the midchord and trailing edge is accomplished by flow of air up a radial passage,
then downward from the tip into another radial passage from which the air enters a series
of 0.0085 by 0.05 inch (0.216 by 1.27 mm) slots in the trailing edge which had a spacing
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of 0. 06 inch (1. 52 mm). Although the cpnp&cfion'cobling'gf JJic trailing. sdge.jy£$ yuppie -
mented by the film cooling air from the 'holes Aft, of tte fejdjgg edgej 1ft afldfftorplfrow of
film cooling holes upstream of the trailing edge on the pressure side was requirecl. The
holes in the row were 0. 01 inch (0. 25 mm) diameter with a radial spacing of 0. 033 inch
(0.84 mm).
Liquid metal and air convection cooled blade, design vn. - This design, shown in
figure 5(g), consists of four radial passages filled with potassium for cooling the leading
edge and midchord regions. The metal thickness at the trailing edge region did not per-
mit installation of adequate size liquid metal passages to cool the region to the desired
temperature. The region was convection cooled by air flow through a radial cavity from
which the air exited through chordwise holes.
The liquid metal in blade design VII is used in a boiling-condensing system. The air-
foil section serves as the boiler to vaporize the liquid and absorb the heat that was trans-
ferred from the gas stream to the blade. A heat exchanger at the blade shank transfers
this heat to cooling air and serves as a condenser for the vapor. The circulation of the
liquid metal results from the difference in densities between liquid and vapor and the
large centrifugal force field created by the blade rotation.
The condensing unit consists of a series of small oval shaped slots around the cir-
cumference of the extension of the radial passages in the airfoil. The diameters of these
radial passages are 0.10 inch (2. 54 mm) for the passage at the leading edge and 0. 20 inch
(5. 08 mm) for the three others aft of this region. The oval slots of the condenser are
0. 020 by 0. 035 inches (0. 51 by 0. 89 mm). The length of the condenser needed to absorb
the heat picked up by the liquid metal was 2. 5 inches (63. 5 mm). The radial air cooled
passage near the trailing edge was triangular in shape 0.35 inches (8. 9 mm) long with the
width tapering from 0. 14 to 0. 05 inch (3. 56 to 1. 27 mm). The chordwise holes in the
trailing edge were 0. 016 inch (0. 41 mm) diameter spaced at 0. 035 inches (0. 89 mm).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The following paragraphs summarize the results that were obtained from a design
and analytical study of cooled first-stage turbine vane and blade configurations applicable
to Mach 3 transports. The results are presented in figures 6 to 8 and in tables m to EX.
Leading and Trailing Edge Regions
The initial phase of the study as reported in reference 1 analyzed the application of
various cooling methods to the difficult-to-cool leading and trailing edge regions of vanes
and blades. The results of the analysis not only provided the basis for the selection of
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leading andf trgHwig edge configurationg'io^'ooHi^lete blade designs which were evolved in
the stidy ba{ ^Istffcrintfded an Jnfight uiio U*5 influence of various factors on metal tem-
perature levels and distributions. Some of these factors were the coolant passage sizes
and geometry, coolant flow path, coolant flow rate, coolant supply pressure, and the gas
pressure level at which the coolant exits from the airfoil.
The results of this phase of the analysis indicated that the high temperature of the
turbine cooling air (compressor exit bleed air) places severe restrictions on the manner
in which the air can be used. The temperature of this air as supplied to the bases of the
first-stage vanes and blades at conditions of cruise at Mach 3, for example, was about
1190° F (918 K) and 1270° F (962 K), respectively.
The study, in general, indicated that the following rules should be observed in the
design of cooled turbine airfoils intended for application to conditions of high turbine inlet
gas temperature and high speed flight:
(1) The flow path of the cooling air in the leading and trailing edge regions should be
short to avoid rapid and excessive heating of the air and metal.
(2) Impingement cooling of the leading edge region should be utilized because of the
high heat flux in this region.
(3) Convection cooling of the long thin trailing edges by means of air flow through
slots or holes should be utilized.
(4) Use of film cooling should be considered as a means of both expelling heated air
and supplementing other methods of cooling.
Complete Airfoil Designs
This section of the report will summarize the results of the phase of the analysis
(refs. 2 to 4) in which complete vane and blade cooling designs were evolved. The con-
figurations were designed to meet the requirements of a 1000-hour steady-state life at a
turbine rotor inlet gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K) at conditions of Mach 3 flight at
an altitude of 75 000 feet (22. 8 km).
A total of 8 vane and 7 blade cooling designs were evolved. Local metal tempera-
tures were determined for these airfoils at steady-state design point conditions, transient
engine conditions, and at several other conditions. These included: changes in blade and
vane materials, changes in metal thermal conductivity, changes in design geometry,
changes in combustor gas temperature profile and pattern factor, foreign object damage,
and changes in flight conditions and turbine inlet gas temperatures. The vane and blade
designs that were evolved are illustrated in figures 4 and 5 and are described in the sec-
tion CONFIGURATIONS ANALYZED.
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Design point metal temperatures aacUcc&lagt .flows ..•^Imerder toj^ijnynarize the re-
sults of the analysis, only the extremes«in lecaljjieJ^jL femjje'Batu'sei $fr aiyijsximately the
critical midspan region of the airfoil at design point conditions were considered*." These
temperatures are shown in figure 6 plotted against the cooling air-to-engine air flow
ratios that were determined as required with the available cooling air supply pressures.
Also shown in the figure as a horizontal band are the allowable metal temperatures for a
1000-hour steady-state life for vanes and blades made of material A (IN-100) as obtained
from table n. For blades with and without holes in their surfaces, the allowable maxi-
mum temperatures are 1700° and 1792° F (1200 and 1250 K), respectively. The allow-
able temperatures for the vanes are 1800° and 1840° F (1255 and 1278 K), respectively.
Also shown in figure 6 is a line representing the maximum allowable metal temperature
of 1600° F (1144 K) for porous materials used for transpiration cooling. This tempera-
ture was assumed on the basis of the current state-of-the-art with such materials.
All of the designs were intended to meet these metal temperatures. However, after
detail computer analysis of the final designs evolved, two of the vane and blade designs,
designs I and in, exceeded the maximum allowable metal temperature by over 50° F
(28 K) and/or were restricted from increases in coolant flows and reductions in metal
temperatures by coolant pressure drop and Mach number limitations. These two designs,
which were convection cooled, are represented in figure 6 by the closed data points.
These vanes and blade designs can only be made to meet a 1000-hour life with an im-
proved material of the future, designated as material B, which would have a 100° F
(55 K) higher temperature capability than IN-100.
In addition to the maximum allowable metal temperature requirement, the criteria
described in reference 1 requires that the metal temperature differences across the air-
foils not exceed 145° F (81 K) and 200° F (110 K) for the vanes and blades, respectively.
All the rotor blade designs evolved had metal temperature differences less than al-
lowed by the criteria. Stator vane designs I, II, IV, and VIII has metal temperature dif-
ferences less than allowed but the others exceeded the allowed difference. Refinements
of these designs to correct this deficiency were not made. It was assumed, however,
that adjustment in the cooling air flow distribution and geometry of all the designs except
design vn, perhaps, could probably be made such as to meet the allowed metal tempera-
ture difference.
On comparing the various cooling configurations and cooling methods, figure 6 indi-
cates that the spread in required coolant flows is not large. The cooling air-to-engine air
flow ratios ranged from 0. 027 to 0. 033 for six of the vane designs and 0. 025 and 0. 029
for the five blade designs which were essentially able to meet the temperature criteria
for the 1000-hour life with material A. The vanes and blades of design n required the
least flow. These blade and vane designs were impingement cooled at the leading edges
and convection cooled by horizontal flow of the air around the periphery of the airfoils.
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mum iietalt6rSperfttare*pf<iQOOclF.^144*K)r' flie blade design which required the most
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flow was design V. This blade design was completely film cooled by a multiplicity of
small holes distributed over the airfoil surface.
More detailed information on local metal temperatures and their distribution at each
of several span positions of each vane and blade can be obtained from references 2 to 4.
These references also provide data on the coolant flow distributions within the individual
designs including such information as the cooling air inlet pressures and temperatures,
local cooling air exit pressure, temperatures, and Mach numbers and pressure ratios
across openings such as the film cooling holes. The information on the convection cooled
designs I, II, and in is presented in reference 2; that for the transpiration cooled vane
and blade design IV and film cooled vane and blade design V is presented in reference 3;
and that for the other vane and blade designs which utilized combined methods of cooling
is presented in reference 4.
Effect of changes in materials. - The analysis of references 2 and 4 determined the
reduction in coolant flow that can result when the vanes and blades designed for use with
material A are made of improved materials of the future that would have a 100° and
200° F (55 and 111 K) higher temperature capability than material A. These improved
materials were designated materials B and C, respectively. The required coolant flows
for the airfoil cooling designs which met the allowable metal temperature criteria for a
steady-state life of 1000-hours with material A and the coolant flows required with these
changes in materials is shown in table HI. Improving the material in general resulted in
a greater percentage reduction of coolant flow for the blades than for the vanes. The re-
ductions in coolant flow by changing from material A to B, for example, ranged from
about 8 to 29 percent for the vanes and 26 to 42 percent for the blades. The airfoil de-
signs most sensitive to this change of material were design VQI for the vanes and de-
sign VII for the blades.
The effects on coolant flow requirements of raising or lowering the allowable tem-
perature of the porous material of the transpiration cooled designs about the assumed al-
lowable metal temperature of 1600° F (1144 K) are shown in table IV. The table indicates
that if problems occurred in the operation of the airfoils, such as excessive oxidation of
the material for example, which would require a reduction in the design metal tempera-
ture by 200° F (110 K), large increases in cooling air flow would be required. The cool-
ant flow would need to be increased by about 118 and 198 percent for the vanes and
blades, respectively. On the other hand, if improvements in the oxidation and strength
properties of porous material can be accomplished in the future, such as to permit the
use of allowable design temperatures of 1800° F (1255 K) instead of 1600° F (1144 K), the
cooling air requirements can be reduced by 29 and 12 percent for the vanes and blades,
respectively.
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A comparison of the cooling air reflujrj meats fibr the. tr,ansp*yatia» scooted v^ne de-
sign at 1800° F (1255 K) with that for the*vanes*ceoJted ttyfot^er^n^eflidds £tn<J*afi»g the
same allowable metal temperature can be made by comparing the data in table lV with the
data for material A in table in. These data, as would be expected, indicate that the
transpiration cooled vane would require the least cooling air flow. The transpiration
cooled vane design, however, would require only about 9 percent less flow than the strut
insert convection cooled vane (design II) which had the lowest coolant flow requirement
of the vane designs in table HI. It is, however, not practical to expect transpiration
cooled airfoils to operate at the same metal temperatures as solid-wall convection cooled
airfoils. One reason is that the greater exposed metal surface area of porous walls
compared to solid walls would increase oxidation problems, particularly that of clogging
of the small coolant passages or pores. Another reason is that porous materials cannot
be expected to have the strength of solid materials.
The data in table in showing the reductions in coolant flow that occur with changes in
material (allowable metal temperatures) were determined for fixed cooling geometries in
which restrictive orifices at the airfoil coolant supply inlet were assumed to exist. This
procedure was used because of the large amount of design and calculation effort that
would be required to modify each of the designs to the new conditions. The procedure
used as a result does not provide the optimum geometry for each change in condition. As
a consequence, the procedure gives required coolant flow values, as shown in table HI,
that are slightly higher than would be required if each cooling configuration was specifi-
cally redesigned or modified for a new allowable metal operating temperature. The data
in table IV showing changes in cooling air flow requirements for the transpiration cooled
airfoils (design IV) with changes in allowable metal temperatures was accomplished by
changing both the permeabilities and metering orifices within the airfoils.
Effect of changes in airfoil metal thermal conductivity. - The effect on metal tem-
peratures of increasing the thermal conductivity of vane and blade design n at design
point flight conditions is shown in table V. The increase in thermal conductivity was ob-
tained by assuming a change in airfoil material from IN-100 to TD nickel. The conduc-
tivities of these materials at a typical operating temperature of 1700° F (1200 K) are
11. 8 and 28. 0 Btu per hour per foot °F (20. 4 and 48. 4 J/(sec)(m)(K)), respectively.
The results obtained indicate that this large increase (137 percent) in conductivity
had only a small effect in decreasing metal temperatures. The maximum leading edge
temperatures at the midspan decreased by only 17° and 9° F (9 and 5 K) for the vanes
and blades, respectively. The maximum trailing edge temperatures decreased by only
8° and 2° F (4 and 1 K), respectively.
Effect of changes in airfoil geometries. - A summary of the effects on metal tem-
peratures and coolant flows of assumed variations in the design geometries of the airfoils
is presented in table VI. The changes that were assumed to occur were as follows:
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(1) A ±5() Recent changa in the pCrjfi«abiJity*$f the porous walls of vane and blade
fjiesfetiv: j .-; .:; :.: ..: ..: .;• •.:
(2) A*±"L!£ 5* to ±25 percent change in the discharge flow areas of the film cooling holes
of vane and blade design V
(3) A ±20 and a ±30 percent change in the discharge flow areas of vane and blade de-
signs VI, respectively
(4) A ±20 percent change in the discharge flow areas of vane and blade design VII
(5) A ±20 percent change in the impingement hole flow areas within vane design VIII
The results shown in the table indicate that the changes in airflow caused by these
changes in geometry had a large effect on metal temperatures, particularly those at the
leading edges.
A comparison of the various vane and blade designs on the basis of sensitivity of
metal temperature change to a given coolant flow change indicated that the trailing edge
temperatures of all the vanes were about equally sensitive to cooling airflow change. The
leading edge temperatures of vane designs IV, V, and VI, however, were more sensitive
to airflow change than designs VII and VTII. The latter two vane designs had about one-
third and one-half as large a metal temperature change with flow as the other designs.
The trailing edge temperatures of blade designs IV, V, and VI were about equally
sensitive to airflow change. The trailing edge of blade design VII, however, was only
about one-half as sensitive to airflow change. The leading edge temperatures of blade
designs V and VI were equally sensitive to airflow change. The leading edge tempera-
tures of these designs, however, were about twice as sensitive to airflow change as
blade designs IV and VII.
Effect of changes in gas temperature profiles. - A summary of the effects of chang-
ing the gas temperature profiles at design point flight conditions on maximum leading and
trailing edge metal temperatures at the midspan of 6 vane designs (II and IV to VH) and
4 blade designs (n, IV, VI, and VII) is shown in table VEL The results obtained with
blade design V and presented in reference 3 were found to be in error and are not pre-
sented herein. For the vanes, the assumed higher gas temperature profile had a hot spot
temperature 55° F (30 K) higher than design and was equivalent to a combuster pattern
factor increase from 0. 20 to 0. 25. For the blades, two different gas profiles were as-
sumed: the higher temperature profile had a maximum gas temperature 40° F (22 K)
higher than design, and the lower temperature profile had a maximum temperature 40° F
(22 K) lower than design. These profiles are shown in figure 2.
The table indicates that for the assumed changes in maximum gas temperatures,
relatively large changes in metal temperatures occurred. The maximum metal tempera-
tures at the leading and trailing edge of the group of the most sensitive vane designs,
designs V, VI, and VIII, increased by 47 to 60 percent of the change in hot spot gas tem-
perature. The other vane designs analyzed, designs n, IV, and VII, had increases in
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The maximum metal temperatures* at ttte*leading»aH9ItBafling*e{lg£s of tJie niofet sen-
sitive blade design, design VI increased by as much as 68 percent of the maximum gas
temperature increase assumed, and decreased by as much as 60 percent of the gas tem-
perature decrease. Three of the other blade designs analyzed, design II, IV, and VII,
had changes in these metal temperatures of from 37 to 55 percent of the gas temperature
changes.
Effect of foreign object damage. - The effect of foreign object damage on metal tem-
preatures and coolant flows was determined only for design n vanes and blades. The
analysis was applied to these airfoils operating at design point conditions. The damages
considered were a dent in the surface, clogging of internal flow passages, and a hole in
the surface. For the vane, the dent was assumed to occur at the midspan suction surface
just aft of the stagnation point. The extent of the dent was assumed to be such as to re-
strict all the air from flowing through the central one-third of the span at the leading edge
region. The clogging was assumed to occur to one-third of the impingement holes near
the vane tip.
The hole in the airfoil was assumed to be 1/8 inch (3. 2 mm) in diameter and located
on the suction surface at the root and extend through the wall into the cavity supplying air
for the impingement holes. For the blades, the dent and hole were assumed to be in
similar locations to that on the vanes. The dent on the blade, however, was assumed to
reduce the cooling flow area by a factor of two-thirds in the region of the dent rather than
completely blocking the flow. The dent in the blade was assumed to be about 0. 9 inch
(23 mm) long in the spanwise direction and 0.4 inch (10 mm) wide in the chordwise
direction.
A summary of the effects of these assumed foreign object damages on (1) the maxi-
mum leading edge metal temperatures at the midspan and tip, (2) the maximum trailing
edge metal temperatures at the midspan, and (3) the coolant flow rate is shown in
table Vin.
The dent on the vane increased the maximum leading edge temperature from 1832° F
(1270 K) to 1951° F (1340 K). The cooling flow rate for this case was not significantly
reduced. The redistribution of the air that occurred, however, reduced the maximum
midspan trailing edge temperature from 1833° F (1270 K) to 1797° F (1250 K). The ef-
fect of the assumed dent on the blade was to increase the maximum temperature at the
leading edge at the midspan from 1716° F (1210 K) to 1743° F (1225 K). The effect on
maximum trailing edge temperature and cooling air flow rate was small.
The plugging of the impingement holes (which was considered only for the vanes) re-
sulted in an increase in the maximum leading edge metal temperature at the tip from
1815° F (1260 K) to 2066° F (1400 K). This increase in metal temperature would ob-
viously result in a reduced life. The effect of the assumed plugging at the tip had no sig-
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ever, iesulfed jn rgdJictigns.inSmexiiftum' leVdLng and trailing edge temperatures at the
midspan of the vanes by 35° F (19 K) and 49° F (27 K), respectively.
The effects on the 1/8 inch (3. 2 mm) diameter hole in vanes and blades was found to
be small. The maximum leading edge temperatures at the midspans increased by about
12° F (7 K) while those at the trailing edge decreased only slightly. The presence of the
hole increased the coolant flow to the vanes and blades by 5 and 3 percent, respectively.
Effect of changes in flight and turbine inlet gas temperature. - A summary of changes
in maximum midspan metal temperatures at the leading and trailing edges, and in coolant
flows that result when selected airfoil cooling designs are subjected to conditions of flight
and turbine inlet gas temperature other than design are shown in table IX. The conditions
shown in the table include flight at Mach numbers from 2. 5 to 3. 5 at altitudes from
65 000 to 85 000 feet (19. 9 to 25. 9 km) with turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures from
2000° to 2500° F (1367 to 1644 K). The vane and blade designs analyzed at these condi-
tions were designs n, IV, and V. Local metal temperature distributions for entire cross
sections of these designs at these and for lower flight Mach number and altitude condi-
tions are presented in references 2 to 4.
The results of the analysis of the vane designs indicates the following:
(1) Vane design n can meet material A temperature criteria for all of the off-design
conditions considered, except that of flight at Mach 3. 5 at 85 000 feet (25. 9 km) with a
turbine rotor inlet gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K). For these conditions, vane
metal temperatures exceeded the maximum allowable value because of the limitation set
for the cooling airflow by the air supply pressure and the fixed geometry of the design.
(2) Vane design IV can be made to meet the allowable maximum metal temperature
for porous walls of 1600° F (1145 K) at turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures of 2200° F
(1478 K) or less at flight Mach numbers of 2. 5 and 3.0. At two of these conditions, as
indicated in table DC, the vanes had to be overcooled to prevent inflow of combustion
gases. Operation at the other flight conditions at higher turbine rotor inlet gas tempera-
tures, or operation at a gas temperature of 2000° F (1367 K) at Mach 3. 5, at 85 000 feet
(25. 9 km) was limited by the cooling air supply pressure and flows which resulted in
metal temperatures substantially exceeding the assumed allowable limit.
(3) Vane design V was analyzed for capability of operation for the case of the vanes
made of material B. The results indicate that the design can essentially meet mate-
rial B temperature limit of 1900° F (1311 K) for flight Mach numbers from 2. 5 to 3. 5 at
turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures of 2200° F (1478 K) or less, and up to a Mach
number 2. 5 when the inlet gas temperature is 2400° F (1590 K). At several of these con-
ditions, as indicated in table DC, portions of the vanes needed to be overcooled so as to
prevent inflow of combustion gases. Operation at the other flight conditions and at higher
turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures was limited by cooling air supply pressures and
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The results of the analysis of the blades indicate the following:
(1) Blade design II can essentially meet material A temperature criteria for all of the
off-design conditions considered except flight at Mach 3. 5 at 85 000 feet (25. 9 km) and at a
turbine rotor inlet gas temperature of 2200° F (1478 K). The cooling air supply pressure
and flow at these conditions were the limiting factors and resulted in metal temperatures
exceeding the maximum allowable value.
(2) Blade design IV could not meet the allowable porous wall metal temperature for
any of the conditions other than design within even 50° F (27 K) except for turbine inlet
gas temperatures less than design at design Mach number or at lower flight Mach
numbers at design turbine inlet gas temperature.
(3) Blade design V was analyzed for the capability of operating at other flight condi-
tions assuming it was made of material B. The results indicate that the design can be
cooled to meet the allowable temperature criteria for this material for the following con-
ditions: flight at Mach 2. 5 at turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures up to 2500° F (1644 K),
flight at Mach 3. 0 at turbine rotor inlet gas temperatures up to 2400° F (1590 K), and
flight at Mach 3. 5 at turbine inlet gas temperatures up to and slightly above 2200° F
(1478 K). At the other conditions shown in table DC, the cooling air supply pressure and
fixed geometry of the design resulted in excessive blade metal temperatures.
Transient metal temperatures. - Although analysis and experience described in ap-
pendix G of reference 1 has indicated that a reasonably satisfactory basis is available for
specifying initial values of vane and blade metal temperatures that will provide a desired
life at steady-state engine conditions, no such criteria has been established for these
parts under conditions of transient engine operation. Of the many factors influencing the
life of airfoils at these conditions, the transient chordwise metal temperature differences
that occur during engine acceleration and deceleration are of prime importance. Al-
though a detailed stress analysis which considers the cyclic temperature history of each
design would be required to predict airfoil cyclic life, a knowledge of representative
transient chordwise metal temperature differences (which are indicative of strain to
which the airfoil is subjected) can provide an initial basis for comparing airfoil designs.
The transient metal temperatures which were considered as having the most significance
on the cyclic lives of airfoils were the temperature differences between the leading or
trailing edges and the interior of the airfoil at the critical midspan region. Calculated
values of leading edge, trailing edge, and interior metal temperatures with time re-
sulting from engine transient operation for the various airfoils analyzed is presented in
references 2 to 4. In this report only the values of maximum positive or negative metal
temperature differences between leading or trailing edges and interior that occurred dur-
ing acceleration and deceleration transients, respectively, are presented.
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S'eJdiffeijenc^s^.rtd.th'e.iiineswtfvtticlf tney'Sccurred for the vane and blade designs
that were analyzed is presented in figure 7. Figures 7(a) and (b) show the temperature
difference between the leading edge and interior and trailing edge and interior, respec-
tively, for the vanes. Figures 7(c) and (d), respectively, show these data for the blades.
The data are presented for two rates of engine accelerations and decelerations. The
times to affect a maximum change in gas temperature in the process of accelerating
from idle to take-off conditions, and decelerating from this condition to idle were as-
sumed to take 8 and 5 seconds, respectively, for the slow transient case, and 4 and
2. 5 seconds for the fast transient case.
The results shown in figure 7 indicate that large excursions in metal temperature
differences occur during engine transients. The metal temperature differences between
the leading edge and interior for the configurations analyzed ranged from 141° to 648° F
(78 to 360 K) during accelerations and 38° to -747° F (21 to -415 K) during engine decel-
erations. The airfoils that had these extremes in temperature differences during engine
accelerations were vanes (designs VIE and V), and those during engine decelerations
were blades (designs VI and VTI).
The metal temperature differences between the trailing edge and interior ranged
from 70° to 680° F (39 to 378 K) during engine accelerations and 65° to -489° F (36 to
-272 K) during decelerations. The airfoils that had these extremes in temperature dif-
ferences during accelerations were vanes (designs VI and IV), and those during engine
decelerations were a blade (design VI) and a vane (design V).
The results in figure 7 also indicate that the effects of the two transient times on the
magnitude of the maximum positive and negative temperature differences, in general
were not large, ranging from 0° to 183° F (0 to 102 K). Vane design IV and blade de-
sign VTI were the airfoils most sensitive to engine transient times. The temperatures
most sensitive on this vane design were the differences between the trailing edge and in-
terior and those for the blade design were between the leading edge and interior. These
temperature differences on the vane and blade were 175° F (97 K) and 183° F (102 K),
respectively, lower for fast engine accelerations than for slow engine accelerations.
The primary effect of the engine transient rate was to change the time at which the
maximum metal temperature difference occurred. These temperature differences were,
in general, reached within about 1. 5 seconds of the time required for the maximum
change in gas temperature. The exceptions were vane designs IV, V, and VII and blade
designs VI and VII. Vane designs IV and V and blade design VI required about 4, 5, and
over 10 seconds, respectively, after the maximum gas temperature difference occurred
to reach their maximum chordwise metal temperature differences. Vane design VH and
blade design VII had maximum metal temperature differences occur at 4 and 3 seconds,
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respectively, ahead of the time at which the maximum gas temperature differences were
reached.
Although the information in the preceding paragraphs describe the transient operating
characteristics of the various blade and vane designs, the most significant information
that can be obtained from figure 7 is the absolute magnitude of sum of the positive and
negative metal temperature differences that occur during a complete engine acceleration-
deceleration cycle. The total metal temperature difference range covered during one of
these cycles is representative of the strain range to which the airfoil is subjected. The
maximum metal temperature difference range experienced by each vane and blade design
is therefore used as a basis for initially comparing cyclic performance of the various de-
signs. This comparison is shown in figure 8 for both fast and slow acceleration-
deceleration cycles. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the comparisons of the metal temperature
difference range between the leading edge and interior and trailing edge and interior,
respectively, for the vane designs, and figures 8(c) and (d), respectively, for the blade
designs. These data indicate that vane design Vin was among the two designs (n and
VIII) which had the smallest metal temperature difference range between the leading edge
and interior and was among the three vane designs (VI, VII, and Vm) which had the
smallest temperature difference range between the trailing edge and interior. The vane
designs with the largest temperature difference ranges were designs IV and V. These
designs had temperature difference ranges that were about twice as large as those of de-
sign vm.
A comparison of the data for the blades indicate that design VI clearly had the
smallest temperature difference ranges. Blade design VII had considerably larger metal
temperature difference ranges. This was particularly the case for the temperature dif-
ference range between the leading edge and interior. This metal temperature difference
range for blade design VII was as much as 5 times that of design VI for the fast engine
accelerations -decelerations cycles.
Predicted lives of selected configurations. - A summary of the predicted lives for
the four cooling designs analyzed, (vane design VI and blade designs II, V, and VI), is
shown in table X. The lives are shown for conditions of: (1) steady-state creep or stress
rupture at sea level take-off or cruise, (2) gradual repetitions of steady-state sea level
take-off or cruise conditions such as to exclude transient effects, and (3) engine transient
cycles (engine accelerations and decelerations between idle and take-off). Blade de-
signs V and VI were assumed to have a tapered shell. The shell of blade design II was
assumed untapered. The table indicates that steady-state lives of at least 1000 hours, the
assumed design required life, should be obtained for all of the designs. All of the de-
signs are also able to tolerate an unlimited gradual repetition of steady-state cruise con-
ditions. Only one of the airfoil designs, blade design VI, however, is expected to toler-
ate unlimited repetitions of the steady-state sea level take-off conditions. Vane de-
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sign VI, blade design II and V are limited to 1000, 2600, and 2000 repetitions of steady-
state take-off conditions. Assuming for one of these repetions would occur for each flight
and that the flight time for a supersonic transport would be of the order of 2 to 3 hours,
even the airfoil cooling design with the smallest allowable number of repetitions (1000)
should have a total airfoil life of at least 2000 hours. As a result, the data in table X in-
dicates that attainment of the assumed 1000-hours life requirement would only be limited
by the tolearnce of the airfoils to engine transient operations. Vane design VI, blade
design II, and V have predicted lives based on crack initiation of 100, 200, and 500
cycles, respectively. Blade design VI, however, was not limited by the engine transient
operations.
The detailed stress analysis of the airfoils under transient engine operation indicated
that the combination of stresses and temperatures at the leading edge regions of the de-
signs limited their lives. Examination of the range of metal temperature differences be-
tween the leading edges and blade interiors caused by the engine transients and shown in
figure 8(c) indicates the general level of strain experience by the blades. This figure in-
dicates that the order of increasing strain range and decreasing life for the three blade
designs analyzed would be designs VI, II, and V. The use of this gross comparison of
the expected cyclic lives of the blades agrees with that of the detailed analysis in that
blade VI is best, but reverses the order of the other two designs. However, as can be
seen in figure 8(c), the differences in the temperature ranges between two designs is not
large.
Although all blade designs did not completely meet the assumed required 1000-hour
life, the results obtained indicate that the generalized design criteria as summarized in
table n is satisfactory for starting initial cooling designs. Additional modifications and
interactions of the initial design can be made to adjust local metal temperature, metal
temperature differences, and stresses such as to increase the cyclic lives of each of the
designs to meet the assumed life requirement. A discussion of specific recommenda-
tions of means for improving the lives of each design that was detail stress analyzed is
presented in reference 5.
CONCLUSIONS
This report summarizes the results of analysis of various cooled turbine airfoil con-
figurations which would have application to engines of aircraft for high speed flight such
as a supersonic transport. The following are the conclusions that were obtained:
1. The high compressor exit bleed air temperature commonly used for reducing the
turbine metal temperatures limits the manner in which the air can be ducted within the
airfoil and limits the benefits provided by changes in blade design or cooling methods.
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2. The high cooling air supply temperatures and the external gas environment of the
cooled airfoils dictate that the following rules, generally be observed in the design of the
cooled turbine airfoils:
(a) The flow path of the coolant in the leading and trailing edge regions of con-
convection cooled airfoils should be short to avoid excessive heating of air and
metal.
(b) Impingement cooling of the leading edge region should be utilized.
(c) Convection cooling of the long trailing edges by means of airflow through
slots or holes should be utilized.
(d) Film cooling should be considered as a means of both expelling heated air
and supplementing other methods of cooling.
3. The required coolant flows were not much different for the various cooled turbine
airfoil configurations or cooling methods utilized or evolved in this analysis. The cooling
air-to-engine airflow ratios required for a turbine rotor inlet average gas temperature
of 2200° F (1478 K) at flight conditions of Mach 3 at 75 000 feet ranged between 0. 027
and 0. 033 for six of the first-stage vane designs and 0. 025 and 0. 029 for five of the first-
stage blade designs which were essentially able to meet the metal temperature criteria
for 1000-hour life with a material with properties of IN-100.
4. The maximum steady-state metal temperature differences at the midspan of the
vanes and blades, in general, were controlled to about 145° F (81 K) and 200° F (111 K),
respectively. These temperatures along with allowable maximum metal temperatures
were established from analysis and experimental experience to be required for a steady-
state life of 1000-hours with a material such as IN-100. The maximum allowable local
metal temperatures at the midspan of the blade and vanes were 1700° and 1800° F (1200
and 1255 K), respectively, for airfoils with film cooling holes. Without film cooling
holes the allowable temperatures were 1792° and 1840° F (1250 and 1278 K), respec-
tively.
5. The turbine vane design which required the least coolant flow (based on the cri-
teria used for a steady-state 1000-hour life) was found to be a convection cooled design
that used impingement cooling of the leading edge and chordwise flow of air through small
passages around the periphery with exit of the flow through the trailing edge. A blade
design using a similar cooling method also required the least coolant flow of the blade
designs evolved.
6. Large excursions in metal temperatures occur with time during engine acceler-
ation and deceleration between idle and take-off conditions. The metal temperature dif-
ferences between the leading edge and the airfoil interior for the configurations analyzed,
for example, ranged from about 141° to 648° F (78 to 360 K) for engine accelerations and
38° to -747° F (21 to -415 K) for decelerations. The maximum temperature differences
between the trailing edge to airfoil interiors were found to range between 70° to 680° F
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(39 to 378 K) and 65° to -489° F (36 to -272 K) for the accelerations and decelerations,
respectively.
7. The range of the maximum temperature difference experienced by the airfoils be-
tween the leading or trailing edges and the interior during the excursions between engine
accelerations and decelerations was found to be least for a vane design that utilized a
combination of impingement and convection cooling (design VHI) and least for a rotor
blade design which utilized a combination of film and convection cooling (design VI). This
blade design also had the best predicted low-cycle fatigue life of three blade designs
which were detailed stress analyzed.
8. The changes in metal temperatures of the vane and blade leading and trailing edge
regions corresponding to the assumed changes in combustor pattern factor or gas tem-
perature profile about the design values were large. The most sensitive group of vane
designs had changes in metal temperatures at the leading and trailing edges which were
60 percent of the maximum gas temperature change. These metal temperatures of the
most sensitive blade design changed by as much as 68 percent of the gas temperature
change. This percentage change in metal temperature with gas temperature was as
much as 7 times greater than that for some of the other vane and blade designs.
9. Small decreases in leading and trailing edge temperatures of the order of 17° F
(10 K) and 8° F (4 K), respectively, result from increasing airfoil metal thermal con-
ductivity by as much as 137 percent (a change in the airfoil material from IN-100 to TD
nickel).
10. Improvements in materials such as to permit increases in their use temperature
by 100° F (55 K) over that of IN-100 can result in reductions in required cooling airflow
by as much as 29 and 42 percent, respectively, for the vane and blade designs consid-
ered. Improvements in the allowable use temperature of transpiration materials from
an assumed current allowable value of 1600° F (1144 K) to 1800° F (1255 K) can reduce
coolant flows by 29 and 12 percent, respectively, for the vane and blade design consid-
ered.
11. Changes in airfoil geometries as might be due to fabrication variations and the
resultant changes in coolant flows and metal temperatures indicated that the metal tem-
peratures of some of the designs were from 2 to 3 times as sensitive to coolant flow
change as others.
12. The foreign object damages that were assumed to occur to a convection cooled
vane and blade design did not have a significant effect in changing total coolant flow, but
resulted in flow redistributions within the airfoils which resulted in reductions and in-
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creases in leading edge temperatures of as much as 35° F (19 K) and 250° F (139 K),
respectively.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 10, 1968,
126-15-01-02-22.
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TABLE H. - METAL TEMPERATURE LIMITS
FOR 1000-HOUR LIFEa
(a) Vanes. Maximum shell temperature
difference, 145° F (80 K)
Material
A
B
C
Holes
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
Maximum
leading -edge
metal
temperature
°F
1800
1840
1900
1940
2000
2040
K
1255
1278
1311
1333
1366
1389
Maximum
trai ling-edge
metal
temperature
oF
1800
1830
1900
1930
2000
2030
K
1255
1272
1311
1328
1366
1383
(b) Blades
Material
A
B
C
Holes
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
Midspan
Maximum
metal
temperature
°F
1700
1792
1800
1892
1900
1992
K
1200
1253
1255
1306
1311
1362
Maximum
metal
temperature
difference
°F
200
202
200
202
200
202
K
111
112
111
112
111
112
Rootc
Section
maximum
metal
temperature
°F
1718
1725
1818
1825
1918
1925
K
1210
1214
1265
1269
1321
1325
Maximum
metal
temperature
difference
°F
218
238
218
238
218
238
K
121
121
121
132
121
132
aBased on design criteria in ref. 1.
Limiting mechanism, cycling.
cLimiting mechanism, rupture.
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TABLE VI. - EFFECT OF CHANGES IN DESIGN GEOMETRY ON TURBINE AIRFOIL
METAL TEMPERATURES
[Flight speed, Mach 3; altitude, 75 000 ft (22.8 km); turbine rotor-inlet
gas temperature, 2200° F (1478 K).]
Design
Vane IV
Vane V
Vane VI
Vane Vn
Vane VHI
Blade IV
Blade V
Blade VI
Blade vn
Geometry
Permeability + 50%
Design
Permeability - 50%
Discharge areas + 12. 5%
Design
Discharge areas - 12. 5%
Discharge areas + 20%
Design
Discharge areas - 20%
Discharge areas + 20%
Design
Discharge areas - 20%
Impingement hole areas
+ 20%
Design
Impingement hole areas
-20%
Permeability + 50%
Design
Permeability - 50%
Discharge areas + 25%
Design
Discharge areas - 25%
Discharge areas + 30%
Design
Discharge areas - 30%
Discharge areas + 20%
Design
Discharge areas - 20%
Ratio of
cooling
air to
engine
flow
0.0379
.0329
.0228
0.0310
.0276
.0229
0.0352
.0320
.0277
0.0292
.0280
.0219
0.0352
.0282
.0214
0.0321
.0266
.0185
0.0223
.0166
.0137
0.0298
.0289
.0262
0.0320
.0267
.0214
Midspan metal tempera-
ture, °F (K)
Maximum
leading
edge
1573 (1129)
1620 (1155)
1822 (1268)
1846 (1281)
1916 (1320)
1992 (1362)
1787 (1248)
1844 (1280)
1814 (1263)
1561 (1123)
1603 (1146)
1664 (1180)
1818 (1265)
1840 (1278)
1870 (1294)
1571 (1128)
1606 (1148)
1681 (1189)
1709 (1204)
1738 (1221)
1805 (1258)
1686 (1192)
1687 (1193)
1692 (1195)
1756 (1231)
1773 (1240)
1820 (1266)
Maximum
trailing
edge
1589 (1138)
1613 (1152)
1692 (1195)
1763 (1235)
1828 (1271)
1889 (1305)
1769 (1238)
1837 (1276)
1896 (1309)
1664 (1180)
1647 (1170)
1700 (1200)
1728 (1215)
1791 (1250)
1865 (1291)
1554 (1119)
1605 (1147)
1699 (1199)
1723 (1213)
1763 (1235)
1788 (1249)
1729 (1216)
1736 (1220)
1770 (1239)
1775 (1241)
1801 (1256)
1837 (1276)
Design point based on -
Allowable metal tempera-
ture of 1600° F (1144 K)
Use of material B
Use of material C
Use of material C
Use of material C
Allowable metal tempera-
ture of 1600° F (1144 K)
Use of material B
Use of material C
Use of material C
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TABLE VH. - EFFECT OF CHANGES IN DESIGN COMBUSTOR GAS TEMPERATURE
PROFILE ON TURBINE AIRFOIL METAL TEMPERATURES
[Flight speed, Mach 3; altitude, 75 000 ft (22. 8 km); turbine rotor-inlet gas
temperature, 2200° F (1478 K).]
Design
Vane n
Vane IV
Vane V
Vane VI
Vane VII
Vane Vm
Blade H
Blade IV
Blade VI
Blade VH
Combustor gas
temperature
profilea
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Lower temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Lower temperature
Design
Higher temperature
Lower temperature
Design
Higher temperature
T.nwpr tpmnArafiirP
Midspan metal temperature, °F (K)
Maximum lead-
ing edge
1832 (1273)
1849 (1283)
1620 (1155)
1630 (1161)
1916 (1320)
1949 (1338)
1844 (1280)
1873 (1296)
1603 (1146)
1619 (1155)
1840 (1278)
1867 (1293)
1716 (1209)
1736 (1220)
1694 (1197)
1606 (1148)
1621 (1156)
1591 (1139)
1687 (1193)
1713 (1207)
1667 (1181)
1773 (1240)
Maximum trail-
ing edge
1833 (1274)
1838 (1277)
1613 (1151)
1637 (1165)
1828 (1271)
1854 (1285)
1837 (1275)
1863 (1290)
1647 (1170)
1663 (1179)
1791 (1250)
1818 (1265)
1779 (1244)
1800 (1255)
1757 (1231)
1605 (1147)
1620 (1155)
1589 (1138)
1736 (1216)
1763 (1235)
1712 (1206)
1801 (1256)
1823 (1268)
177ft (19AS\
Ratio of cooling
air to engine
flow
0.0275
.0278
0.0329
.0325
0.0276
.0276
0.0320
.0318
0.0280
.0276
0.0282
.0282
0.0260
.0261
.0260
0.0266
.0267
.0276
0.0289
.0289
.0290
0.0267
.0267
02R7
^eefig. 2.
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TABLE Vm. - EFFECTS OF FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE
ON AIRFOIL METAL TEMPERATURES AT
ENGINE DESIGN CONDITIONS
[Flight speed, Mach 3; altitude, 75 000 ft (22. 8 km); turbine rotor-
inlet gas temperature, 2200° F (1478 K).]
Damage Midspan metal tempera-
ture, °F (K)
Maximum
leading
edge
Maximum
trailing
edge
Maximum lead-
ing edge tem-
perature at tip,
°F(K)
Ratio of
cooling
air to
engine
flow
Vane design n
None (design)
Dent on surface
Plugging
Hole in surface
1832 (1273)
1951 (1339)
1797 (1253)
1834 (1274)
1833 (1274)
1797 (1254)
1784 (1246)
1815 (1264)
1815 (1264)
1890 (1305)
2066 (1403)
1819 (1266)
0.0275
.0271
.0277
.0289
Blade design II
None (design)
Dent on surface
Hole in surface
1716 (1209)
1743 (1224)
1728 (1215)
1779 (1244)
1777 (1243)
1778 (1243)
1704 (1202)
1713 (1207)
1713 (1207)
0.0260
.0251
.0268
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TABLE IX. - SUMMARY OF METAL TEMPERATURES AND COOLANT FLOWS
DUE TO CHANGES IN FLIGHT AND ENGINE CONDITIONS
(a) Vane designs
Mach
num-
ber
Altitude,
ft (km)
Turbine inlet
temperature,
°F(K)
Maximum midspan
temperature, °F (K)
Leading
edge
Trailing
edge
Ratio of
cooling air-
to-engine
flow
Comments
Vane design n - strut insert, convection cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
3.0
65 000 (19. 8)
75000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
85000 (25.9)
75000 (22.8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
1726 (1214)
1776 (1242)
1780 (1244)
1814 (1263)
1909 (1316)
1832 (1273)
1768 (1238)
1823 (1268)
1813 (1263)
1844 (1280)
1954 (1341)
1833 (1274)
0.0155
.0192
.0246
.0219
.0264
.0275
(a)
Design (material A)
Vane design IV - transpiration cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.0
65 000 (19. 8)
75 000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
85 000 (25.9)
65 000 (19.8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
75000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
75000 (22.8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2200 (1478)
1462 (1068)
1600 (1144)
1681 (1184)
1553 (1118)
1777 (1243)
1673 (1185)
1715 (1208)
1880 (1300)
1728 (1215)
1763 (1235)
1934 (1330)
1620 (1155)
1397 (1032)
1533 (1107)
1662 (1179)
1476 (1075)
1752 (1229)
1580 (1133)
1706 (1203)
1849 (1283)
1627 (1159)
1754 (1230)
1899 (1310)
1613 (1152)
0.0318
.0309
.0315
.0318
.0315
.0318
.0329
.0315
.0318
.0329
.0315
.0329
(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(a)
|
Design (allowable
metal tempera-
ture, ~ 1600° F
(1144 K))
Vane design V - film cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.0
65 000 (19. 8)
75000 (22.8)
85 000 (25.9)
65 000 (19.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
75 000 (22.8)
85 000 (25.9)
65000 (19.8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85 000 (25.9)
75 000 (22. 8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2200 (1478)
1729 (1216)
1835 (1275)
1898 (1310)
1855 (1286)
1901 (1311)
1909 (1316)
1943 (1335)
2047 (1393)
1941 (1334)
2029 (1383)
2134 (1441)
1916 (1320)
1565 (1125)
1712 (1207)
1819 (1266)
1664 (1180)
1910 (1316)
1787 (1248)
1944 (1335)
2055 (1397)
1855 (1286)
1944 (1335)
2130 (1439)
1828 (1271)
0.0282
.0257
.0244
.0281
.0276
.0296
.0286
.027
.030
.0286
.0268
.0276
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
\
Design (material B)
aLimited by cooling air supply and exceeds maximum allowable metal temperature.
Overcooled to prevent inflow of combustion gases.
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TABLE IX. - Concluded. SUMMARY OF METAL TEMPERATURES AND COOLAND FLOWS
DUE TO CHANGES IN FLIGHT AND ENGINE CONDITIONS
(b) Blade designs
Mach
num-
ber
Altitude,
ft (km)
Turbine inlet
temperature,
°F(K)
Maximum midspan
temperature, °F (K)
Leading
edge
Trailing
edge
Ratio of
cooling air-
to-engine
flow
Comments
Blade design n - strut insert, convection cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
3.0
85000 (25.9)
75000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19.8)
85000 (25.9)
75 000 (22. 8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
1704 (1202)
1704 (1202)
1757 (1231)
1694 (1196)
1811 (1261)
1716 (1209)
1805 (1258)
1792 (1251)
1814 (1263)
1777 (1243)
1862 (1290)
1779 (1244)
0. 0062
.0102
.0122
.0201
.0220
.0260
(a)
Design (material A)
Blade design IV - transpiration cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.0
65 000 (19. 8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
75000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85000 (25.9)
75 000 (22. 8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2200 (1478)
1663 (1179)
1616 (1150)
1657 (1176)
1643 (1168)
1745 (1225)
1654 (1174)
1706 (1203)
1844 (1280)
1659 (1177)
1757 (1231)
1900 (1311)
1606 (1148)
1643 (1168)
1611 (1150)
1611 (1150)
1648 (1171)
1755 (1230)
1662 (1179)
1706 (1203)
1835 (1275)
1669 (1183)
1757 (1231)
1890 (1305)
1605 (1147)
0.0151
.0207
.0254
.0187
.0254
.0232
.0266
.0254
.0250
.0266
.0254
.0266
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
Design (allowable
metal tempera-
ture, ~ 1600° F)
Blade design V - film cooled
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.0
65 000 (19. 8)
75000 (22.8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19.8)
85000 (25.9)
6.5000 (19.8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85000 (25.9)
65 000 (19. 8)
75 000 (22. 8)
85000 (25.9)
75 000 (22. 8)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2000 (1367)
2200 (1478)
2200 (1478)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2400 (1589)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2500 (1644)
2200 (1478)
1696 (1198)
1727 (1215)
1795 (1253)
1750 (1228)
1776 (1242)
1722 (1212)
1758 (1232)
1852 (1284)
1738 (1221)
1822 (1268)
1899 (1310)
1738 (1221)
1606 (1147)
1679 (1188)
1745 (1230)
1722 (1212)
1795 (1252)
1790 (1250)
1803 (1257)
1871 (1295)
1816 (1264)
1864 (1291)
1921 (1323)
1763 (1235)
0.0131
.0131
.0110
.0153
.0220
.0223
.0285
.0260
.0255
.0280
.0258
.0166
-(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(a)
(a)
Design (material B)
aLimited by cooling air supply and exceeds maximum allowable metal temperature.
Overcooled to prevent inflow of combustion gases.
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TABLE X. - PREDICTED VANE AND BLADE LIVES
[Cruise life based on repetition of steady-state conditions, unlimited; sea-level takeoff steady-state
creep or rupture life, 100 000 hr.]
Design
Vane VI
Blade H
Blade V
Blade VI
Description
Film and convection cooled
Strut insert; convection cooled
Film cooled
Film and convection cooled
Cyclic lifea due
to engine
transients,
cycles
100
200
500
Unlimited
Sea -level takeoff
life based on
repetition of
steady -state
conditions,
cycles
1000
2600
2000
Unlimited
Cruise steady-state
creep or rupture
lives,
hr
(b)
4000
5000
2000
3500
aBased on crack initiation.
Value for blades, stress rupture, and for vanes, 0. 5% creep life.
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Tip-
la) First-stage vane (full scale).
Tip-
Midspan
Root-/
—Root
Tip—
(b) First-stage blade (twice scale).
Figure 1. - Turbine airfoil aerodynamic profiles.
— Pitch
CD-IOI78-33
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100
80
60
40
20
0
Design-
Lower relative tem-
perature profile -
Higher
relative
temper-
ature
profile
•Average
total inlet
temper-
ature
1600 1800 2000 2200 2000
Higher tem-
perature profile
^Average inlet
temperature
Design
2200
Temperature ahead of blades or vanes, °F
I I I I
2400
I
16001200 1300 1400 1500 1400 1500
Temperature ahead of blades or vanes, K
(a) Rotor blades. (b) Stator vanes.
Figure 2. - Gas temperature profiles.
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pressure
I
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8
(a) Fast acceleration and deceleration hot -gas and coolant
transients.
Figures. -Transient conditions.
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1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
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2000
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400
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-200
-100
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(b) Slow acceleration and deceleration hot-gas and coolant tran-
sients.
Figures. -Concluded.
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5 Holes,
0.10-in.
(2.5-mm)
diam—„
7 Holes,
0.125-in.
(3.2-mm)
diam —
153 Fins, 0.01-in.
(0.25-mm) thick,
0.03-in. (0.76-mm)
spacing (not to scale)-
23 Holes, 0.055-in.
(1.4-mm) diam,
0.20-in. (5.1-mm)
spacing-_^
x-24 slots, 0.04-
by0.16-in. (l^ -
by^^-mm);
0.02-in. (0.51-mm)
between slots
— 52 Fins 0.02-in.
(0.51-mm) thick,
0.06-in. (1.52-
mm) spacing
— Platform
(a) Cast or forged convection-coo led vane design I.
Figure 4. - Vane designs.
CD-IOI77-33
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0.065-by 0.44-in.
(1.65-by 1.12 mm)
slots
0.065- by 0.0605-in.
(1.65-by 1.54-mm)
slots, slots cross
0.0078 in. (0.20mm) apart
0.03-by0.03Hn.
(0.76-by0.76-mm) slots
0.03-by0.0585-in.
(0.76-by 1.49 mm)
slots, slots cross
0.0153 in. (0.39mm)
apart
CD-10186-33
(b) Strut insert; convection cooled vane design II.
Figure4. -Continued.
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—
0.02 -by0.06-in.
(0.51-byl.52-mm)
passages spaced at
0.031
0.02-
(0.51
pass;
0.03(
Jin. (0.76 mm)
-by0.045-in.
- by 1. 14-mm)
iges spaced at
) in. (0.76 mm)
49 Holes, 0.053-in.
(1.3 mm) diam,
0,10-in. (2.5-mm)
spacing-^^ 0.04-in. (1.02-mm)
Typical
cross section
(b) Concluded.
Figure4. -Continued.
CD-10187-33
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CD-10192-33
(c) Corrugated sheet metal insert; convection cooled vane design III.
Figure 4. - Continued.
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0.165-in. (4.2-mm)
diam orifice
• •• ••
• • •
• •• • •
Orifice, 0.00785 in.2
(0.0506mm2);
three places
0.010-in.
(0.25-mm)
slot
(c) Concluded.
Figured -Continued.
0.002-in, (0.051-mm)
corrugations, 0.040-in.
(1.02-mm) pitch, 0.020-
in. (0.51-mm) depth
0.002-in. (0.051-mm)
corrugations, 0.060-in.
1.52-mm) pitch, 0.040-
in. (1.02-mm) depth
0.002-in. (0.051-mm)
corrugations, 0.040-in.
(1.02-mm) pitch, 0.030-
in. (0.76-mm) depth
CD-10193-33
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CD-10201-33
(d) Transpiration cooled vane design IV (not to scale).
Figure4. -Continued.
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Metering holes
individually sized 0.05-in. (1.27-mm) ribs
at 10, 40, and 70 percent span
0.025-in. (0.625-mm)
thick porous shell
0.050-in. (1.27-mm)
thick insert wall
-mm) thick rib
Section A-A
(d) Concluded.
Figure4. -Continued.
CD-10200-33
47
CD-10203-33
(e) Film cooled vane design V.
Figure 4. - Continued.
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/ 0.025-in. (0.635-mm) diam holes,
/ centers spaced at0.055Mn. (1.4-mm)-;
Typical cross section
Row
1-4 and 15
5, 8-12, 16,
and 21-23
6, 7, and
17-20
13, 14, and
24
Hole
configuration
A
B
C
D
Configuration A
0.010 in.
(0.254mm)
"0.020 in.
- (0.51 mm)
/ o
/ I ° 0.008 in.H H-(0.203 mm)
^0.004 in.
(0.102 mm)
diam
Configuration C
O
O-
0.0105 in.
J0.26 mm)
"0.021 in.
_(0.533 mm)
/Q
^ 0 . 0 0 8 in.
^"(0.203 mm)
^0.007-!^ (0.178-mm)
diam hole tapers from
0.003 in. (0.076mm)
at inside wall
(e) Concluded.
Figure 4. - Continued.
Configuration B
o
0.012-in.
(0.305mm)
'0.024 in.
.(0.61 mm)
/ V
/-T 0.008 in."(0.203mm)
'-O.OOS-in. (0.203-mm)
diam hole tapers from
0.004 in. (0.102mm)
at inside wall
Configuration D
>t
0.008 in.
_L(0.0203mm)
0.016 in.
(0.406 mm)
0.008 in.
(0.203 mm)
^O.OOS-in. (0.203-mm)
diam hole tapers from
0.004 in. (0.102mm)
at inside wall
CD-10202-33
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: ••: : ••:
CD-10196-33
(f) Film and convection cooled vane design VI.
Figure4. -Continued.
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Crossover, 15 slots}
0.115 by 0.275 in.
(2.92 by 7. Omm)
0.30-in. (7.6-mm)
spacing—-~"~
Leading edge,
127 holes, three
rows, 0.012-in.
(0.305-mm) diam,
0.0363 in. (0.922-
mm)—^--_.
Suction side,
33 holes, two rows,
0.04 in. (1.02mm)
diam, 0.141-in.
(3.58-mm) spacing —.
50 Slots, 0.014 by
0.07 in. (0.355 by
1.78mm), 0.08-in.
(2.03-mm) spacing
Inner band-(
Pressure side; 66 holes
two rows, 0.04-in.
(1.02-mm) diam,
0.0705 in. (1.79mm)
spacing -^
\.
Typical cross section
(f) Concluded.
Figure4. -Continued.
CD-10197-33
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CD-10198-33
(g) Transpiration and convection cooled vane design VII.
Figure 4. - Continued.
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Porous mesh 0.025-
in. (0.635-mm) thick,
3.176xlO"10ft(96.8pm)
permeability—^_
Inner band-<
125 Holes 0.0098
(0.249 mm! diam
0.04-in. (1.02
spacing ^x
45 Holes 0.053-in.Xx
(1.34-mm) diam,
0.10-in. (2.54-mm)
spacing^
45 Holes 0.041-in.
(1.04-mm) diam,
0.10-in. (2.54-mm}
spacing—-~~""~
Fin 0.05 by 0.02 in.
(1.27 by 0.51 mm),
0.04-in. (1.02-mm)
spacing
Porous mesh 0.025 in.
(0.635mm) thick,
3xlO-10ft(91.4pm)
permeability
Typical cross section
(g) Concluded.
Figure 4. - Continued.
Holes 0.0122-in.
31-mm) diam,
0.04-in. (1.02-mm)
spacing
125 Holes 0.0112-in.
(0.284-mm) diam,
0.04-in. (1.02-mm)
spacing CD-10199-33
53
CD-10180-33
(h) Impingement and convection cooled vane design VIII.
Figure 4. -Continued.
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Pressure side
hole distributioni
t
Suction side
hole distribution
1, 2, 3, and 23
4-18
19-21
24
25 and 26
27
28
Hole diameter
in.
0.012
.0155
.0195
.022
.052
.047
.03
mm
0.304
.394
.495
.559
1.32
1.19
.762
Hole spacing
in.
0.084
.175
.22
.27
.80
.70
.25
mm
2.137
4.45
5.59
6.85
20.3
17.8
6.35
5Slots0.90-in. (22.9-mm)
long by 0.036 in. (0.915 mm) high
__ — 88 Holes 0.02-in. (0.51-mm)
diam; 0.06-in. (1.52-mm) spacing
—29 Holes 0.03-in. (0.76-mm)
diam; 0.177 in. (4.5-mm) spacing
Typical cross section CD-10181-33
(h) Concluded.
Figure 4. - Concluded.
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CD-10188-33
(a) Castor forged convection cooled blade design I.
Figure 5. - Blade designs.
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40 Holes, 0.04-in.
(1.02-mm) diam
0.0825 in.
(2.1 mm) apart
Typical cross section
0.3-by0.12-in.
(7.62-by3.04-mm) hole
0.5-by0.03-in.
(12.7-by0.76-mm)slot
33 Holes 0.02-in.
(0.51-mm) diam,
0.05 in.
(1.27 mm) apart
CD-10189-33
Section A-A
(a) Concluded.
Figures. - Continued.
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CD-10194-33
(b) Strut insert, convection cooled blade design II.
Figure5. -Continued.
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Top view
43 Holes, 0.055-in.
(1.4-mm) diam,
0.125-in. (3.18-mm)
spacing, leading-
edge insert
\— Typical cross section
-68 slots, 0.03 by 0.06 in. (0.76
by 1.52 mm), 0.02 in. (0.51 mm)
between slots, suction side insert
-Trailing edge exit, 106 slots,
0.025 by 0.04 in. (0.635 by
1.02mm), 0.01 in. (0.254mm)
between slots
-45 Slots, 0.03 by 0.06 in.
(0.76 by 1.52 mm), 0.06
in. (1.52 mm) between
slots, pressure side insert
I "1
Platform—/
CD-10195-33
Section A-A
(b) Concluded.
Figures.-- Continued.
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CD-10184-33
(c) Corrugated sheet metal insert; convection cooled blade design III.
Figure 5. -Continued.
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• •
• I
• •
• •
• •
••
/-Cap
0.002-in. (0.051-mm)
thick corrugations
0.04-in. (1.02-mm)
depth, 0.220-in.
(5.6-mm) pitch
Typical cross section
Platform
6 Slots, 0.01-in.
(0.254-mm) wide
by0.75-in.
(19.05-mm) long,
0.05-in. (1.27mm)
between slots
D
P -^ -x —x -^ —^ a~ 1T^TA 1///////////////s/////////////////frJft^ / \
CD-10185-33
Section A-A
(c) Concluded.
Figure 5. -Continued.
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CD-10205-33
(d) Transpiration cooled blade design IV (not to scale).
Figures. -Continued.
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CD-10207-33
(e) Film cooled blade design V.
Figures. -Continued.
64
r
A
0.05-in. (1.27-mm)
ribs at 10, 40, and
70 percent span
Metering holes
individually sized
"I
A
-0.05-in. (0.27-mm)
thick insert wall
-0.025-in. (0.635-mm)
thick porous shell
CD-10204-33
(d) Concluded.
Figure 5. - Continued.
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Row number of film
cooling holes
Typical cross section
Row
l -3and8
4 and 9
5-7andlO-13
Hole
configuration
A
B
C
Configuration A Configuration B
-0.012 in.
>-r (0.305 mm)
> I
;in. (0.203 mm)
i in. (0.406 mm)
o
/
°
/ 0
^0.004 in.
(0. 102 mm) diam
k-0. 008 in. (0.203mm)
'
^0. 004 in. (0. 102 mm) diam
Configuration C
O-
D
O-
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Figures. -Continued.
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CD-10190-33
(f) Film and convection cooled blade design VI.
Figures. -Continued.
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Suction side, 122 holes,
two rows, 0.014 in.
(0.356mm) diam,
0.035-in. (0.89-mm)
spacing
Leading edge, 142 holes,
two rows, 0.014-in. ^
(0.356 mm) diam, N
0.030-in. (0.76-mm)
spacing, 30° angle to _ _ _ _ _
surface -—-^-—-^
Pressure side, 69 holes,
two rows, 0.015-in.
(0.381-mm) diam, /
0.062 in. tl. 57 mm) /
spacing
Crossover slots, 70 slots,
0.0271 by 0.05 in. (0.69
 x
by 1.27mm), 0.06-in,
(1.52-mm) spacing -^
80 Slots 0.0085-by 0.05 in.
(0.216 by 1.27 mm), 0.06-
in. (1.52-mm) spacing
Trailing edge film,
144 holes, 0.01-in.
(0.254 mm) diam,
0.033-in. (0.838mm)
spacing
Section A-A
CD-10191-33
(f) Concluded.
Figures. - Continued.
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Liquid metal —^^tSljfi
CD-10182-33
(g) Liquid metal and convection cooled blade design VII.
Figure 5. -Continued.
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" "
0.200 in. (5.08mm)
diam, three places
0.100 in. (2.54mm) diam
.10 in.
(2.54 mm) diam
0.020 in. (0.51mm)--) U-
Section A-A
0.35 in. (8.9 mm) long by 0.14 in.
(3.56 mm) wide (max), tapers to
0.05 in. (1.22mm)
^-0.016 in. (0.406 mm) diam by
0.035 in. (0.89 mm) spacing
Air
Cooling air from liquid
metal condenser for
band cooling
CD-10183-33
(g) Concluded.
Figure5. -Concluded.
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Figure 6. - Comparison of extremes in metal temperatures at
approximately midspan of cooled turbine airfoil designs.
Conditions: Cruise speed, Mach 3; cruise altitude, 75000
feet (22.8 km); turbine rotor inlet temperature, 2200° F
(1478 K)..
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Figure 7. - Maximum transient metal temperature difference during engine accelerations and decelerations.
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Figure 8. - Maximum metal temperature difference range experienced by vane and blade designs during combined engine acceleration and
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